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This page requires Javascript. Modify your browsers settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your
browsers documentation for specific instructions. To install your download click on the name of the
downloaded file.The driver may be included in your OS or you may not need a driver. Recommended
Drivers File Name Date File Size Optional Drivers File Name Date File Size Recommended Software
File Name Date File Size Optional Software File Name Date File Size Recommended Manuals File
Name Date File Size Optional Manuals File Name Date File Size This limited warranty is only
effective upon presentation of your Bill of Sale or other proof of purchase. The Equipment is
warranted under normal, noncommercial, personal use, against defective materials or workmanship
as follows Parts Defective parts will be exchanged for new parts or comparable rebuilt parts for a
period of ONE YEAR from the date of original purchase, except for a defective Video Head, which
will be exchanged for a period of three months from the date of purchase. Labor For a period of ONE
YEAR from the date of original purchase, labor will be provided free of charge by our factory service
centers or designated service facilities located in the United States. When returning Equipment
under this warranty, you must prepay the shipping charges, and you must enclose the Bill of Sale or
other proof of purchase with a complete explanation of the problem. During the ONEYEAR warranty
period, repairs will be made and the Equipment will be returnshipped to you free of charge. For
repairs after the warranty period is over, you will be given an estimate of the cost of repair and an
opportunity to approve or disapprove of the repair expense before it is incurred. If you approve,
repairs will be made and the Equipment will be returnshipped to you. shipping charges apply. If you
disapprove, we will returnship the equipment at no charge to
you.http://hoopsynergy.com/siteusers/security/instruction-manual-kenwood-tr-9130.xml

canon mini dv zr950 manual, canon mini dv zr950 user manual, canon mini dv zr950
manual pdf, canon mini dv zr950 manual 2017, canon mini dv zr950 manual free,
canon mini dv zr950 manual 2016, canon mini dv zr950 manual instructions, canon
mini dv zr950 manual online, canon mini dv zr950 manual downloads, canon mini dv
zr950 manual software.

Canon brand peripheral equipment and software which may be distributed with, or factory loaded
on, the Equipment, are sold AS IS without warranty of any kind by Canon USA, including any implied
warranty regarding merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. The sole warranty with
respect to such nonCanon brand items is given by the manufacturer or producer thereof. If the
Equipment contains a hard disk drive, Canon USA recommends that data stored on that drive be
duplicated or backed up to prevent its loss in the event of failure or other malfunction of such drive.
Canon USA shall have no responsibility under this limited warranty for use of the Equipment in
conjunction with incompatible peripheral equipment and incompatible software. In order to obtain
warranty service, contact the authorized Canon retail dealer from whom you purchased the
Equipment or call the CANON INFORMATION CENTER AT 1800OKCANON. You will be directed to
the nearest service facility for your Equipment. This Limited Warranty covers all defects
encountered in normal use of the Equipment and does not apply in the following cases This warranty
does not cover units sold to rental firms, military operations, hotels, schools, hospitals or for other
commercial, industrial, or institutional applications. These uses are covered only by such specific
warranty as Canon may issue with such sales. This Limited Warranty does not apply to accessories
or consumables for the Equipment, which are sold “AS IS”, without warranty of any kind by Canon
USA. Please retain this warranty card and your Bill of Sale as a permanent record of your purchase.
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This card is most important in order to be sure you are contacted right away should there be a safety
inspection, modification or product recall under applicable laws or regulations.Scroll down to easily
select items to add to your shopping cart for a faster, easier checkout. Visit the Canon Online Store
It plugs directly into a power outlet without a
cable.http://augustaelectricalwork.com/editorData/instruction-manual-layout-example.xml

This case can be conveniently carried by hand or via the comfortable shoulder strap, providing
convenient handsfree protection.With a CarePAK PLUS, a damaged product will be repaired to good
working condition or replaced with an equivalent product.With a CarePAK PLUS, a damaged product
will be repaired to good working condition or replaced with an equivalent product. Instruction
Manual Refer to the installation guide for further details. Veuillez lire aussi le manuel dinstruction
Digital Video Software sur fichier PDF. If the symptoms reappear shortly after the cleaning, the
videocassette may be defective. If such changes or modifications should be made, you could be
required to stop operation of the equipment. Canon U.S.A. Inc. One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, NY
11042, U.S.A. Tel No. 5163285600 Important Warning. Read Instructions — All the safety and
operating instructions should be read before the product is operated. When replacement of the
power supply is required, please return it to the responsible nearest Canon Service Center and
please replace it with the same type number CA590. The adapter can be used with a power supply
between 100 and 240 V AC. For areas where 120 V AC power is not used, you will need a special
plug adapter. Please read this manual carefully before you use the camcorder and retain it for future
reference.This is helpful to avoid scenes that are too short. Number of still images available on the
memory. Charge the battery pack before use. For approximate charging times and. Connect a power
source to the camcorder when replacing the backup battery to retain the settings. HEN YOU
MOUNT THE CAMCORDER ON A TRIPOD Do not leave the viewfinder exposed to direct sunlight as
it may melt due to concentration of the light by the lens. In the manual, indicates that a function is
available in the operating mode shown indicates that the function is not available. Skip to step 3.
Select the icon and press to open the setup menus.

Select the desired menu from the left side column and press The title of the selected menu appears
on top of the screen and under it the list of settings. Changing the Time Zone Change the time zone
to match your location. Change each field of the date and time with the joystick move to the next
field. Subject can monitor the. HEN YOU HAVE FINISHED RECORDING 1 Close the lens cover and
the LCD panel. 2 Turn off the camcorder. 3 Remove the tape. 4 Disconnect the power source and
remove the battery pack. IMPORTANT When recording movies, try to get a calm, stable picture. Set
the mode switch to The Special Scene recording programs way to select the optimal settings to
match special recording conditions. Quick Start Function. To restore the power if the camcorder
shut off, turn the camcorder off and then on again. To resume the. Operation on the camcorder
Initial mode or on the wireless controller Normal playback Push the joystick Press and hold Normal
playback. You can select the data to be displayed.Make sure to use a tripod especially in mode, as
the shutter speed slows down. Use faster shutter speeds to record subjects moving quickly. Use
slower shutter speeds to add motion blur, emphasizing the feel of movement. With this camcorder
you can dub audio only using the microphone 66. FUNC. FUNC. Use this setting for outdoor
scenes.NOTES If the subject is not suitable for autofocus, turns yellow. As a general rule select a
larger image size for higher quality. Options Image size options and the approximate number of still
images that can be recorded on memory cards of various sizes are given in the table below. Move
the frame to the part of the image you want to see enlarged. POINTS TO CHECK Mode switch at The
focus priority cannot be turned off. Initializing the Memory Card Initialize memory cards when you
use them with this camcorder for the first time, or to erase all the still images on them. FUNC.
FUNC.

When using Canon printers you can print the same still image multiple times on the same sheet of
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paper.Connecting to a TV or VCR Connecting to a TV or VCR Open the LCD panel to access.
Inserting it in the wrong direction can result in damage to the camcorder. Connecting Cable to a TV
or VCR with AV Terminals. Connecting Connect the camcorder to the TV following one of the
connection. If the operation does not work, use the AV terminal. Inserting it in the wrong direction
can result in damage to the camcorder. Output connection signal flow DV Terminal Check the type
and orientation of the terminal and make sure you connect the DV cable properly. Transfer Orders
You can mark in advance the still images you want to transfer to the computer as transfer orders.
Appendix Menu Options Lists Appendix Menu Options Lists Menu items not available appear grayed
out. For details about how to select an item, refer to Using the Menus page. The charge indicator
flashes rapidly. one flash at 0.5second intervals Charging has stopped because the compact power
adapter or the battery pack is faulty. Consult a Canon Service Center. two quick flashes at 1second
intervals Battery pack at least 50% charged Battery pack will not charge. Replace the battery Video
noise appears on screen. When using the camcorder in a room where a plasma TV is located, keep a
distance between the camcorder and the plasma TV. After a short while, turn them on again, set the
camcorder to 36. Refer also to the instruction manual of the connected device. List of Messages in
alphabetical order CANNOT TRANSFER! You attempted to transfer a still image that cannot be
displayed with this camcorder. REMOVE THE CASSETTE Camcorder stopped operating to protect
the tape. Remove the cassette and reinsert it SET THE TIME ZONE, DATE AND TIME You have not
set the time zone, date and time. This message appears each time you turn the power on until.

Contact a Canon Service Center refer to the list included with the printer to replace the ink
absorber. INK ERROR There is a problem with the ink. The paper is not correctly loaded or the
paper size is wrong. If the paper output tray is closed, open it to print. PAPER JAM The paper
jammed during printing. After removing the paper, set some paper again and retry printing. If any of
the. The memory function is not supported by the camcorder. Protecting Tapes from Accidental
Erasure To protect your recordings from accidental erasure, slide the tab on the cassette to SAVE or
ERASE OFF. Consult the Canon Service Center for information on plug adapters for overseas use.
Playback on a TV Screen. This product is designed to achieve excellent performance when used with
genuine Canon accessories.The effective usage time of the battery pack may decrease when
recording in cold surroundings, when using the brighter screen settings, etc. This mark identifies
genuine Canon video accessories. When you use Canon video equipment, we recommend
Canonbrand accessories or products bearing the same mark. Exif Print is a standard for enhancing
the communication between camcorders and printers. Errors and omissions excepted.NATIONAL
HEADQUARTERS 6390 Dixie Road, Mississauga, Ontario L5T 1P7 CANON CANADA INC. And Canon
digital video camcorders are no exception. Canons entrylevel digital camcorders are designed to
deliver the latest in style, features and advanced technology at a most affordable price. Starting with
the exclusive Genuine Canon 48x Advanced Zoom, which combines the legendary Canon lens optics
with Canon’s marketleading DIGIC DV image processor to deliver a full range of image quality and
more flexibility when youre shooting. The ZR950 is specifically designed to make it easier to capture
great video, including a CCD image sensor, Widescreen LCD with a Soft LCD video light, MultiAngle
Remote, Quick Start, Joystick control, Level and Grid Markers and more.

The ZR950 is the top of the line of ZR camcorders. This latest addition to the ZR family also includes
an array of features that turn your camcorder into a digital still camera, including 9 Point AiAF Auto
Focus, Progressive Photo, Simultaneous Photo Recording, Special Scene Modes, and Image Effects.
All this comes together to deliver brilliant video and digital photos that you can easily share with
family and friends. Easy to use, great looking and terrific value it is the perfect choice for capturing
all of lifes precious memories. Dont be fooled by the USB port though. It is only used to transfer
picture files, NOT video. There is a separate fire wire port for that. It takes nice video and has a
decent mic for picking up audio. In a high volume setting like recording a live band it doesnt hold up
very well. The audio get quite distorted. The battery lasts about as long as a 60 minute tape, so if



you have a 90 min tape dont expect to use it in one taping session, unless you can find and extended
battery. Overall these are things I wish I was able to find in other reviews, but never saw them so I
figured Id share. I plan on getting a different cam eventually. It has a video and still picture
capabilities. The ZR 950s size is perfect for carrying and the battery has a pretty good lifespan. My
only complaint is that I dont have one. Overall, Id recommend the camcorder if youre ready for
capturing the action of life. It has great stability, zoom, focus, and is userfriendly I bought it to use in
our church where we record our services. I highly recommend this camera on ease of use. Please try
again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key
to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account
Full content visible, double tap to read brief content.

Please try your search again later.These easytouse MiniDV camcorders feature Genuine Canon
Optics in an affordable yet ultracompact and sleek design that will deliver the high level of
performance youve come to expect from Canon. Canon ZR950 Highlights Genuine Canon 48x
Advanced Zoom Now you can capture true widescreen 169 video with stunning image quality from
any distance all the way up to 48x. Canons exclusive Advanced Zoom system combines Genuine
Canon Optics with Canons proprietary DIGIC DV Image Processor to let you seamlessly zoom both
wide and long, retaining optical quality throughout the zoom range. 1.07megapixel CCD image
sensor Whether youre shooting video or photos, you will benefit from the camcorders razorsharp
CCD Image Sensor. Quick Start Instead of powering off your camcorder between shots, simply press
the Quick Start function to put the camcorder in standby mode. Quick Start considerably reduces
the power consumption of the battery and allows the user to return to recording mode in less than a
second, so youll never have to miss another special moment. Widescreen HR recording The ZR950
records true widescreen for picture perfect video. Canons image processing system uses the entire
width of the image sensor, capturing a big picture in true 169 widescreen so no one and nothing is
left unseen. And Canon camcorders take advantage of more pixels to give you amazing quality.
2.7inch widescreen LCD A widescreen LCD lets you see exactly what your camcorder is recording,
and what your TV will display later. Image stabilizer Shoot rocksteady video even when youre at
maximum telephoto without a tripod. It is even effective while panning or zooming. LCD video light
Shooting in low light situations has never been easier with Canons New LCD video light. The next
time you are using your ZR950 in a dimly lit room, simply flip over the LCD screen to face your
subject and activate the video light function.

A soft light emanating from your LCD illuminates the area in which you are shooting, allowing you to
get high quality video even in less than ideal lighting conditions. Joystick The joystick makes using
the camcorder easier than ever. You can control playback, focusing, exposure, and menu options
from one convenient place. Multiangle wireless remote Canon gives you even more control and
versatility by mounting the remote control sensor on the ZR950s LCD screen. Now you can activate
numerous camcorder functions, when using the remote control, from any angle that the LCD turns.
DIGIC DV image processor Video and photos require different image processing. Unlike other
manufacturers.This results in video and photos with exceptional color and clarity. Smooth zoom
control With this innovative feature, you can always be sure of smooth, steady, professional looking
zoom shots. Simply select one of three preset zoom speeds. You can also select variable so you can
control the speed manually. Level Shot and Grid Markers Its easy to keep your ZR950 level for more
professionallooking video. Simply press the Level Shot Control button, and a horizontal marker
appears in your viewfinder. Then line up any horizontal lines in your shot to the marker and you
know your camcorder is level. The Grid marker is also very convenient for setting up the special
balance in your shots. And since background colors vary, you can select from two line colors to make
the lines easily visible. Built in lens cover A builtin lens cover gives you the ability to protect your
Canon video lens without ever having the inconvenience of a dangling lens cap thats easily lost. Still



image recording Capture stunning photos in 43 aspect ratio to an SDHC card. Advanced Photo
Features A variety of features allow you to capture great photos. 9 Point AiAF Bring offcenter
subjects into sharp focus. Histogram display With just one push of a button, the brightness
information of a still image is revealed.

This allows you to monitor image quality, so you can make adjustments to improve the next shots.
Image Effects Choose from the following effects to add a creative flare to your photos Vivid, Neutral,
LowSharpening, and Soft Skin Detail. Special Scene Modes A wide selection of automatic exposure
modes makes it easy to capture great video or photos under any condition. Choose from Portrait,
Sports, Night, Snow, Beach, Sunset, Spotlight, or Fireworks. SDHC memory card slot Capture your
photos and short movie clips directly to either a standard SD card or a highcapacity SDHC card. This
allows you to use cards with a capacity of 2GB or larger. Photo Features A variety of features allow
you to capture great photos. 9 Point AiAF Bring offcenter subjects into sharp focus. Progressive
Photo Reduces blurring so you get crisp photos. Playback Zoom Max 5x zoom Direct Print Connect
to any PictBridge compatible printer Special Scene Modes A wide selection of automatic exposure
modes makes it easy to capture great video or photos under any condition. Image Effects Choose
from the following effects to add a creative flare to your photos Vivid, Neutral, and Soft Skin Detail.
9 selectable languages English, Spanish, French, Italian, German, Russian, Simplified Chinese,
Traditional Chinese, Japanese Oneyear parts and labor limited warranty Canons camcorder limited
warranty provides protection long after other manufacturers.See full review Lon.TV Onsite
Associates Program Full refund will be given if replacement of the same model is not available.
Missing or damaged accessories initially received will be replaced at sellers expense and does not
qualify for a refund. 20% restocking for returns that are for reasons not caused by seller even within
the 14day period. Returns are not covered against Water damage, Impact, Abuse. To calculate the
overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average.

Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item
on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. BR 5.0 out of 5
stars I used the camera on vacation in Oregon and Indiana. Its sound is great, its zoom is amazing. I
have no regrets over the purchase. I did need some help connecting it, and called their 800 number,
and they were equally helpful also a pleasant surprise. I realize the markets are constantly changing
in terms of technology. But for this camera, it will last me for years assuming it lasts for years. But
its really nice, and Ive already made several DVDs with it. Now Id like to upgrade my Mac.Not sure
this product came with a good battery. I think it was an old one, i.e. original that sat for a long time.
Will probably have to buy a new battery in short order. Would also liked to have received the manual
with the product, as well as a box. Got neither. This camera looks just about the same as my
tenyearold video camera. i.e. exact same model that I bought brandnew in 2009.Not a huge problem
unless you watch recorded video on a BIG screen. The dot was the size of a pencil eraser. Canon
paid for shipping both ways and repaired it perfectly.no questions asked or money for that matter.
And it was done within 10 days. By the way this camera takes great pictures on an SD card uses USB
to transfer. Takes grate video on a miniDV tape yes tape. The video is transferred via firewire. I
LOVE THIS CAMERA. Canon is wonderful to work with.The camcorder works perfectly. The price
was extremely reasonable. I especially like the fact that the seller was willing to give a 30 day
guarantee.Love it, great zoom and awesome sound and picture quality, easy to use and great
price!This camera works well very happy with it. Post your question here in this forum. Were
committed to dealing with such abuse according to the laws in your country of residence.

When you submit a report, well investigate it and take the appropriate action. Well get back to you
only if we require additional details or have more information to share. Note that email addresses
and full names are not considered private information. Please mention this; Therefore, avoid filling
in personal details. Please enter your email address. We delete comments that violate our policy,



which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion.
Write a review Rating Filter 5 star rating. 6 reviews 5 6 4 star rating. 9 reviews 4 9 3 star rating. 1
review 3 1 2 star rating. 1 review 2 1 1 star rating. 2 reviews 1 2 Show only Verified Purchases
What’s Verified Purchaser mean 84% would recommend to a friend Show only Verified Purchases
Learn more Search Sort by Most Relevant Most Helpful Most Recent Oldest Highest Rating Lowest
Rating Most relevant reviews info Show only Verified Purchases What’s Verified Purchaser mean.
Page 1 Showing 119 of 19 reviews Sort by Most Relevant Most Helpful Most Recent Oldest Highest
Rating Lowest Rating Most relevant reviews info HedleyLamarr HedleyLamarr Rated 4 out of 5 stars
One of the best DV cameras for the price Posted 11 years ago. HedleyLamarr This is a nice camera
overall, and can still comete with the newer camers with Flash or hard drive memory. The price is
also a good selling point as well. The size is perfect and is light yet not cheap feeling. The zoom is
nice and the picture is nice in multiple environments. The picture is dim when inside or in low light
conditions, though. But for capturing family outings and events this camera does the job. Some
disadvantages are that the camera does not default to widescreen, and the picture quality is set to
the lower level to conserve battery level, so you need to configure the camera before using. The
battery life is not that great, so you will need multiple batteries or buy a larger one.

Also, if you live in humid climates, the condensation will cause the camera to shut down. There are
sensors in the camera that will detect the moisture to prevent damage. While this is a nice feature to
protect the camera, once this happens the camera will not turn back on for a long time. The manual
explains this in detail, so this is no surprise to them. It has to do with the cassette mechanism, so
this is where the flash or hard drive may be better. But overall this is a nice camera that will server
your purposes until you can get a better camera. I would recommend this to a friend Helpful 0
Unhelpful 0 Report Comment SuperGeek69 SuperGeek69 Rated 4 out of 5 stars Good not great
Posted 12 years ago. SuperGeek69 I replaced my Sony HC28 with the ZR950 when it broke. First,
the video quality in good light is very good, I really notice good qulaity in moving subjects, the 1MP
really shines here. However, low light conditions lead to grainy material. The still images seem to be
a novelty. It only takes 1MP stills so dont expect much here except for 1MP quality pictures. Grainy,
blurry and not many variables to fine tune. If you dont need the still feature, I recommend the
ZR930, it has the optional external mic jack so you can have better quality sound and no motor
noise, but you have to carry the mic around which defeats the purpose of having a point and shoot
camera. With that said, the audio quality is what you would expect, decent. The motor noise is
minimal and I really have to listen hard to hear it so I am happy with that. The camers is a bit bulky
and not quite as comfortable as the HC28, but the button placement is about equal. The LCD screen
is large and the menus make sence. The battery is more flush with the camers body then the HC28.
For the price you get a good camera, not great. I would give it more stars if it had better low ight
performance, but that seem to be an issue with cameras in the price range.

I would recommend this to a friend Helpful 0 Unhelpful 0 Report Comment LoveTech LoveTech
Rated 4 out of 5 stars Think no more. Posted 12 years ago. LoveTech This is a solid camera for a
great price. Has options for SD cards for still photos. Native wide screen support and decent battery
life. Works great with iMovie. Still photos could be higher resolution, but this isnt meant to be a
digital camera replacement. Pros Great video, great 48x advanced zoom, looks great, ease of use and
Vista ready. Cons None found. This is one of the best cameras on the market currently in this price
range. Great video resolution and the ability to take photos as well. I would recommend this to a
friend Helpful 1 Unhelpful 0 Report Comment Jimla Jimla Rated 4 out of 5 stars Pretty Good Posted
12 years ago. Jimla I purchased this a few weeks ago to be used by students for a project. It was
really easy to use and the quality was very good. The major problem was that if you want to edit, you
have to connect via firewire. Most of the new machines have this, but if you have a pc or laptop that
is a few years old youll have to make another small investment. Sony is the only brand that allows
you to edit via a usb cable. Other than this issue, you really cant go wrong with this camcorder. I



would recommend this to a friend Helpful 0 Unhelpful 0 Report Comment TylerTX TylerTX Rated 2
out of 5 stars dissatisfied Posted 12 years ago. TylerTX I purchased this product to replace our
previous camcorder. I have only had the camera for a few days, but based upon my usage so far I am
dissappointed. Setting up the camcorder for use, i.e. setting the time, etc. I am a woman with small
fingers and I had great difficulty navigating with the joy stick. I expect it will be near impossible for
a man. I also found the zoom feature to move too quickly while filming. It makes the video look like it
was poorly filmed. If I had it to do over again, I would not purchase this camera.

I would look for a camera that is more user friendly for those of us who are amature photographers
and are mostly interested in recording our childrens childhoods. No, I would not recommend this to
a friend Helpful 2 Unhelpful 0 Report Comment NITECLUB NITECLUB Rated 4 out of 5 stars
BUDGET CAMCORDER Posted 11 years ago. NITECLUB This Camcorder is a great bargain for what
you get. Its easy to use and only has a couple of drawback; doesnt show good in low light and
package does not include a DV cable. I would recommend this camcorder to someone who is
operating on a budget for something that give you memories without breaking the bank. I would
recommend this to a friend Helpful 0 Unhelpful 0 Report Comment filmN00b filmN00b Rated 3 out
of 5 stars Great for novice. Posted 11 years ago. I do not recommend this camera because of the
1mp quality, but I believe the Canon lens makes up for that. I love it. great for a yyoung persons first
camcorder.STICK WITH CANON I would recommend this to a friend Helpful 0 Unhelpful 0 Report
Comment CamManStan CamManStan Rated 4 out of 5 stars A Good Little Camera Posted 12 years
ago. CamManStan This was a good little camera that is easy to use and is fun to use. It is small and
compact so its easy. The zoom is great really good zoom very clear and smooth it quickly focuses and
is good for what ever one might use it for. I would recommend this to a friend Helpful 0 Unhelpful 0
Report Comment Friendlyshopper84 Friendlyshopper84 Rated 4 out of 5 stars Great Camera Posted
11 years ago. Friendlyshopper84 Fun way to remember your families memories. Also great for the
price paid. New more advanced camcorders are out, but if you only need something to record a
small child it is great. I would recommend this to a friend Helpful 0 Unhelpful 0 Report Comment
jess4lo jess4lo Rated 5 out of 5 stars Great for an amateur and Macs Posted 11 years ago.Have had
it for a few months and used it for a number of occasions already.


